Artist’s Logbook
Artist Name: Angie Hardwick, Visual Artist
Art-form: Craft

Activity Name: Paper Bowl
Instructions
Please include a list of equipment and supplies needed to complete your activity with a written step-bystep guide.

You will need:

How to:

Bowl (small to med size)

Make the coil:

Scissors
PVA Glue
Newspaper
Tape
Paintbrush

Ready Mix Paint
Cling film
Toothpick

1. Using scissors cut your newspaper into strips approx 30cm x
5cm wide. You will need lots of these.
2. Curl the corner of your strip, use a tooth pick to help roll the
strip into a paper straw. Don’t forget to remove the toothpick.
Keep the straw as tight as possible.

3. Secure with a blob of glue, use a tiny bit of tape to hold in place
while it drys.
4. Use your finger to flatten the straws.
Continued on page 2…

Make the coil (continued):
5. Put a thin strip of glue along the straw and start to roll the straw tightly
into a paper coil.
6. Add another straw to the end of your coil using glue. Make a selection
of different sizes.

Make the bowl:
7. Cover a bowl in clingfilm, tape in place on the outside of the bowl.
8. You will need a large coil for the base at least 6cm wide (depending on the size of your

bowl).

9. Start building the sides of the bowl by placing the different sized coils round the edge.
10. Where the coils touch add a blob of glue and apply pressure so the coils so they stick to each other.

Decorate the bowl:
11. Mix some PVA with bit of ready mix paint and cover the entire bowl with the mixture. Leave it to dry.
12.

Take your paper coil bowl out of the bowl and remove the clingfilm, turn it over and paint the outside of the
bowl. Leave the bowl to dry.

